Designing the Re-layout of the Production Floor Using Integrated Systematic Layout Planning (SLP) and Simulation Methods
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ABSTRACT – In the manufacturing company, an efficient production floor affects the productivity of the company. Thus, a well design production floor layout assists the company to achieve its objectives. In this regard, this study aims to design a new alternative production floor layout for the XYZ manufacturing company. The company facing the facility layout problem (FLP) where their workstation on the production floor was not located based on the activity-relationship. Thus, the company struggles to reduce the distance travel of their workers from one station to another by re-layout their production floor. The Systematic Layout Planning (SLP) method was used to determine the best new alternative layout for the company. Subsequently, the AnyLogic simulation software was utilized to test the effectiveness of the layout by using the number of steps as the parameter. As a result, it is found that the total number of steps of workers in the production floor can be reduced from 16,554 steps (in existing layout) to 15,956 steps (in new alternative layout).

INTRODUCTION

Layout and design of space impact greatly how the work is done including the flow of work, materials and information through the system (Jain & Yadav, 2017). In manufacturing industries, layout design is the main goal for maximization of productivity in manufacturing process. By properly designing the arrangement of facilities, excessive movement of the materials can be reduced in the floor production. Desai and Madhale (2019) stated that facilities layout is a significant thing that will affect efficiency of production process in manufacturing industry. Thus, a well-planned facilities layout could reduce the losses due to the ineffective material flow and material handling.

Furthermore, a good layout arrangement makes the flow of material in the production floor to be smooth and rapid that reduces the transport handling cost and idle time of man and machine, given the situation where the existing plant layout of one manufacturing company was not well-organized. By determining the total distance travelled of the worker from one workstation to another, the ineffectiveness of the existing layout can be determined (Low & Wong, 2017). Re-layout process can be done if there is congestion and bad utilization of space in floor production, excess stock in process at the facility, high materials handling distance, bottleneck at the workstation, idle time of facilities and workers, labour anxiety and discomfort, accidents and difficulty in controlling operations and personnel (Naik, 2016).

This study considers one of plastic manufacturing company in Malaysia where focusing on its production floor layout. The company having some problem which regards to their plant layout. Figure 1 shows the working flow in the existing layout of the XYZ company’s production floor.
Figure 1 The working flow in the production floor of company XYZ

It shows that the placement of facilities in their production floor was not arranged with the activity-relationship. Thus, it will burden workers to move the work-in-process goods from one station to another station which affect the worker productivity. Consequently, workers need to travel a longer distance from one workstation to another. In this regard, this paper aims to design the production floor layout using systematic layout planning (SLP) and simulation methods. Thus, the systematic layout planning (SLP) method and simulation were integrated to solve this problem.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 elaborates research methodology. Section 3 explains the results and discussions. Section 4 concludes the paper.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This study was carried out by using both qualitative and quantitative method. Figure 2 presents the research design to relay out XYZ’s production floor.

Figure 2 The research design

The first method is interview session. By using this method, the data and information were able to be collected for this study. The interviewee has interviewed the manager of the company and some workers in the company. The second method is observation where have been carried out through site visit to the company, the observation focusing in the current plant layout of the company and the movement of workers from one station to other. Then, after related data and information had been collected, the production floor was analysed through the SLP method and simulation tool, i.e., AnyLogic software.
According to Febriandini and Yuniaristanto (2019) SLP method is a procedure used to set the layout of facilities in the workplace based on the proximity and frequency relationship between one workstation and another workstation. Therefore, SLP is implemented by using three macro-phase which known as analysis, research and selection. The main step in phase 1 is the analysis of proximity requirements between each workstation to be positioned in the layout which was carried out by using the activity-relationship diagram. Result from this analysis were the input in phase 2. In this phase, the layout alternatives were created by considering the practical constraints. Alternatives created were evaluated and phase 3 searched the best layout.

Subsequently, AnyLogic simulation software was used to test the effectiveness of the new alternative layout. The model is being formulate by building the flowcharts that shows all the process in the production floor of the company. After finished with the flowcharts, the simulation was run and the movement of workers from one station to another will be observed. The parameter for the simulation is the number of steps from one workstation to another. The effectiveness of the new layout is determined through the comparison with the existing layout.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Before defined the final alternative, the existing layout will be analysed in term of the location of the facilities, the activity-related between each workstation and the distance travel by worker from each workstation to another. Figure 3 shows the current production floor layout of the XYZ company.

![Figure 3](image1.png)

Figure 3 The current production floor layout of XYZ company

Basically, there are total seven work area with different processes and function as demonstrated by Figure 4.

![Figure 4](image2.png)

Figure 4 The activity flows in the existing production floor

Furthermore, Figure 4 illustrates the movement of workers from one workstation to another workstation. At workstation 1, the raw materials are being processed by using the multilayer co-extrusion blown-film assembling unit.
After being processed, plain plastics packaging is being transfer to the second workstation, high speed computer gravure printing is being used to print the logo and design on that plain plastics packaging. After completed with the printing, the plastic packaging is being transfer to the next workstation for inspection. Here, the inspection is done both automatically and manual. Defect or rejected products are transfer to the recycle area. After going through the inspection, printed plastic packaging will go to the last workstation to be sort and packaged before stored in the storage area. After analysing the activity flows in the existing production floor. The activity-relationship diagram (ARD) is created in Figure 5 as follows.

![Figure 5 The Activity-Relationship Diagram of XYZ company](image)

Figure 5 presents the relationship between each station in the production floor of XYZ company. This activity relationship diagram created by rate the closeness of each station according to the A, E, I, O, U and X. The main purpose of this activity relationship diagram was to indicate the relationship between station, and it will help in positioning the station for the improvement. Based on considered improvement, a new alternative will be created (Maina et al., 2018).

![Figure 6 The dimension of the existing production floor layout of XYZ company](image)

To create a new alternative layout, the available space and the space requirement for each workstation was being analysed. Figure 6 shows the dimension of the existing layout of XYZ company, with the total space area of 1050 m². After analysed the facility location and the activity-relationship diagram of XYZ company. The new alternative layout is create considering the possible constraint (the available area).
Based on the new alternative layout as presented in Figure 7, position of workstation 3, 4 and 5 are located near to the storage area and recycle area. This is because all of these stations affected the storage area and recycle area. Meanwhile, workstation 1 and 2 does not really affected storage area are put at the other side. Subsequently, Figure 8 illustrates the activity flow in the new alternative layout.

**Figure 8** The activity flow in the new alternative layout.
Figure 9 shows the distance travel by workers from each workstation to another workstation according to the activity-relationship process in the existing layout. The data was collected during the interview session with the XYZ company. The distance travel is summarized in the Table 1 as follows.

### Table 1 The total distance from each workstation in the XYZ’s production floor layout

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Distance (meter)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Station 1 to Station 2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station 2 to Station 3</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station 3 to Station 4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station 4 to Station 5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station 4 to Station 7</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station 5 to Station 6</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Distance Travel: 98.5 m

![Figure 10 The distance travel in the new alternative layout.](image)

### Table 2 The total distance travel in the new alternative layout.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Distance (meter)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Station 1 to Station 2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station 2 to Station 3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station 3 to Station 4</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station 4 to Station 5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station 4 to Station 7</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station 5 to Station 6</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Distance Travel: 62 m

Based on the Figure 10 and Table 2, the total distance travel in the new alternative layout is around 62 meters, compare to the existing layout which is 98.5 meter. From this result, it shows that the total distance travel can be reduced about 36.5 meter. Short distance travel in the new alternative layout will give positive impacts on the productivity in the production floor.

After that, to study the effectiveness of the new alternative layout, AnyLogic simulation software is used to compare between the existing layout and the new alternative layout. The parameter that is used to compare the effectiveness is the total number of steps.
Figure 11 The flowcharts model of the production floor in the company XYZ

Figure 11 illustrates the flowcharts model of the production floor in the XYZ company through AnyLogic software. Delays represent the process in each workstation and transporter fleet represent workers in each workstation. Workers are set to minimum number in each workstation which is three people. Figure 12 demonstrates the existing production floor layout in 3D view.

Figure 12 The existing production floor layout in 3D view.

The existing production floor layout is design following the measurement given by the company. The activity flow in the production floor is then being set accordance with the flowcharts as presented in Figure 11. After that, the simulation is run for about an hour and the result is shown in the Figure 13.

Figure 13 The simulation result for the existing layout.

Based on the simulation result in Figure 13, it shows that the total number steps in an hour is 16,554 steps. This result was compared with the new alternative layout.
The activity flow once again set up accordance with the flowcharts in Figure 11 into the new alternative layout in Figure 14 and the simulation was run for about an hour.

From the result shown in Figure 14, it shows the total number of steps in an hour is 15,956 steps. This shows that the movement of workers are more efficient in the new layout compare to the existing layout. Thus, the proposed new alternative layout by using the SLP method is valid as it achieved the objectives of this study.

CONCLUSION

From the analysis by SLP methodology, it shows that the new alternative production layout can decreases the distance travel by workers for around 32.5 meter. When using the simulation for the effectiveness test, it shows the number of steps can be decreases for about 598 steps. However, this study has encountered some limitations where the measurement area for each station given by the company was not exactly precise. This is because, during the interview, the data given by the manager was only assumption as the company never consider the importance of their production floor layout, later it will affect the steps to come up with new alternatives layout. Thus, precise data needs to be used and it will only give a precise result.
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